Design, analysis, and testing of kinematic mount for astronomical observation instrument used in space camera.
A statically determinate kinematic mount structure is designed for an astronomical observation instrument. The basic principle of the proposed kinematic mount is introduced in detail, including the design principle, its structure, and its degrees of freedom. The compliance equations for the single-axis right circle flexure hinge are deduced, and mathematical models of the compliances of the bipod in the X-axis and Z-axis directions are established. Based on the index requirements, the range of one design parameter (the hinge groove depth, R) for the kinematic mount is determined. Parametric design is performed, with the entire structure being the design object and the first three eigenfrequencies as the design objective; the final design parameter for the kinematic mount is 1.9 mm. The first three eigenfrequencies of the final structure are 36.49 Hz, 38.65 Hz, and 72.41 Hz, which meet the frequency requirements. The Z-direction deformation and the bipod compliances in the X-axis and Z-axis directions are analyzed through simulations and experiments. The results show that (1) the Z-direction deformation of the bipod meets the displacement requirement; (2) the deviations between the finite element results and the compliance equation Cx results, and between the finite element results and the compliance equation Cz results are 8.8% and 3.92%, respectively; (3) the deviation between the experimental results and the compliance equation Cz results is 10.3%. It is concluded that the bipod compliance equations in the X-axis and Z-axis directions are valid, and that the kinematic mount thus meets the design requirements.